
Taharas HaMishpaha, class 1 

 

How a Woman Becomes a Niddah 

(1) A blood flow 
(2) A stain (kesem), if it is:  

a. on a white garment (or towel, or possibly tissue – don’t look at tissues when wiping) and  
[FOR THIS REASON IT IS VERY ADVISABLE TO WEAR COLORED GARMENTS AFTER ATTENDING THE 
MIKVEH. White polka dots should be avoided. A woman may even launder undergarments during the 
nine days, if she has no colored undergarments remaining.] 

b. the size of a penny and  
c. it is found in an area where menstrual blood is discharged (not on her shirt) and 
d. the stain cannot be reasonably attributed to another source (e.g. hemmorhoids)  
e. In general, a doctor and rav should be consulted when there is reason to believe there is an internal 

injury causing staining. 
(3) A stain on a bedikah cloth. EVEN A TINY DOT CAN RENDER ONE A NIDDAH IF IT IS FOUND ON A BEDIKAH CLOTH.  

It is very important to ask questions regarding stains on undergarments and on bedikah cloths. The difference 
between a tamei stain and a tahor stain is hard to distinguish and can depend on many factors. If one does 
not ask questions, then she is likely being lenient where she should be stringent and being stringent when she 
should be lenient.  
The rav is a professional, just like a doctor. The same way we do not hesitate to bring very personal questions 
or items to a doctor (e.g. urine samples), we should make sure to ask these crucial questions to a rav. 

The color of blood is pinkish, reddish or black. Browns and yellows with reddish hue should be shown to a rav to 
pasken.  

(4) Childbirth/Opening of Uterus  
a. It is important to consult with a rav when undergoing gynecological procedures. Insertion of tools into 

the cervix can render one a niddah. 
b. At which point in childbirth one attains the status of niddah is a matter of debate. One should consult a 

rav when approaching one’s due date. 

Purification Process 

Waiting 5 days  

- One must wait 5 days after staining/beginning cycle before beginning the tahara process.  
- According to Rav Ovadya Yosef, Sefardim may do a clean hefseik tahara on the 4th day after she became a 

niddah.  

Hefsek Taharah 

1. Purpose: Transforms halachic status from one who has a chazaka to stain to one who has a chazaka not to stain. 
2. It is a biblical requirement and is the most vital of all the bedikas of the 7 days. The 7 clean days are not valid 

unless they are preceded by a hefseik tahara (regardless of the cause of niddah status) 
 



3. When: 
a. MUST BE DONE BEFORE SUNSET.  

i. One can use candle-lighting time as an approximate sunset time.  
ii. If running late, check time that began to do hefseik tahara and then ask a rav. 

iii. According to Rav Ovadya Yosef, bidieved, if a Sefardi woman did a bedikah 3-4 minutes after 
sunset, it is still acceptable.  

b. It can be done from about 2 hours before sunset until sunset, but one should preferable not delay until 
it is too close to sunset.  

c. On a Friday night, it should be done before lighting candles. 
4. How: A hefsek tahara is a thorough bedikah.  

a. One must wash herself before doing the hefsek taharah. This is in order to make sure no blood residue 
remains. 

b. At the minimum, a woman should wash her private area and her thighs.  
i. This is done even on Shabbos, Yom Tov, Yom Kippur and Tishah B’av. (On Shabbos and Yom 

Kippur, one should use water that was heated before Shabbos.)  
ii. Baby wipes may be used by someone who is away from home.  

iii. Some women bathe or shower.  
c. After washing herself (and preferable waiting a few minutes for her natural lubrication to return), one 

should: 
i. Inspect the bedikah cloth to ensure it is clean. (One should also make sure her hands are clean.) 

ii. Wrap the cloth around her finger and gently insert it into her vaginal area, making sure to press 
again all inner surfaces. It should reach to her second knuckle.  

iii. If one was directed by a doctor not to insert a cloth into the vaginal area, she should discuss the 
matter with the doctor (ask whether a sterile cloth or if it is only inserted a small amount, if that 
would be permitted) and consult a rav. 

iv. Inspect the cloth by daylight to ensure it is clean. If it is a questionable color, it should be put 
aside (in a clean plastic bag or envelope) to show to a rav. One should not needlessly throw it 
away nor decide on her own that it is acceptable. 

Moch Dachuk 

1. The moch dachuk is a cloth that is inserted into the vaginal canal and left there from sunset until nightfall 
(when Shabbos ends). If one is very uncomfortable, she may consult a rav to see if she can leave it in for a 
shorter period 

a. After it is removed, it should be inspected to make sure it is clean.  
b. If it is not perfectly clean, it should be inspected by daylight/shown to a rav. 

2. It is sometimes an absolute requirement and sometimes recommended, and sometimes may be omitted 
(e.g. for 6 months after childbirth). 

3. Consult your rav if it causes irritation 
4. One may not walk outside on Shabbos with a moch dachuk inserted, as it is considered a form of carrying. 

Seven Clean Days 

1. One should do a bedikah twice a day, once in the morning and once before sunset. 
2. One must wear white undergarments. 
3. One should preferably have a white sheet on her bed. 



4. One should check her undergarments and her sheet in the morning, to ensure it is free of stains. If it is 
stained, she must consult a rav.  (If it is less than the size of a penny, it is not a problem, BUT one should 
change her undergarment because two stains can combine to become problematic.) 

5. If one finds a stain that is paskened to be problematic, she does not wait 5 days again. She does a new 
hefseik taharah and begins counting the 7 days anew. 

The Day Of Tevilah 

1. One is toivel on the same night as the hefseik tahara, one week later. 
2. Tevilah should be done on time. This is because they have a mitzvah to have children (if they do not yet have a 

son and daughter) and a mitzvah of Onah, to be intimate together. If the husband is not home or if one of them 
is ill and will be unable to be intimate, then the tevilah may be delayed.  

3. A woman should avoid sticky substances (e.g. challah dough) or staining items (e.g. food coloring) on the day she 
will go to the mikveh.  

4. A woman should not eat meat or other foods which get stuck to teeth (e.g. popcorn or taffy). If it is a Yom Tov or 
Shabbos, she may eat meat. She should not delay her tevilah if she forgot and ate meat. She should clean her 
teeth extra carefully. 

5. One should not use cosmetics which are difficult to remove. 
6. One should be discreet about the time of her tevilah. Nevertheless, one should not postpone her tevilah, just 

because some members of the household may be aware of it. 

Chafifah 

1. Tevilah requires a total immersion of one’s body in the waters on the mikveh. A woman must prepare herself so 
there are no chatzitzos (separation) on her body, which can invalidate her tevilah. 

2. When:  
a. The chafifah (removal of chatzitzos) should begin by day (at least cut nails) and be completed by night.  
b. If it is only begun by night, it must be done for a full hour.  
c. There should not be a large amount of time between the chafifah and the tevilah and it should 

preferably be done within 3 hours of tevilah.  
d. One should not eat after chafifah and should be careful to avoid any sticky substances.  
e. One should shower and check her body and recomb her hair at the mikveh.  
f. One should not forget to do the final bedikah of the 7th day! 

3. As part of the chafifah, one is required to: 
a. Check her body, visually or by touch. This is a biblical requirement that cannot be omitted. 
b. She must wash her hair with warm water and comb it.  

i. If a woman forgot to comb her hair for a Friday night tevilah, she must consult a rav.  
ii. The brushing of her hair must be done with a comb.  

iii. Other body hairs may be separated by hand.  
iv. Nits and lice may be a chatzitzah and should be combed out as much as possible.  
v. One should not use a type of conditioner which is not rinsed out.  

vi. Hair dye is not a chatzitzah, unless one’s hair is visibly in need of a redo. 
c. She must wash her entire body while bathing in warm water. She should preferably bathe for half an 

hour. She should make sure to clean all crevices and inspect her body while bathing.  
i. One should not use lotions or creams after bathing.  

ii. She must remove all jewelry.  
iii. She should blow her nose and use the bathroom before toiveling. 



 

Specific Examples 

Nails: 

1. One should cut her finger and toenails before tevilah.  
2. All nail polish and false nails must be removed.  
3. A woman with a fungus or blister under a nail, should consult a rav.  
4. Nails may be cut even on Chol HaMoeid or during the 9 days. 

Eyes: One should remove false eyelashes and eye makeup. Contact lenses that are removed daily must be removed. 

Hair Removal:  

1. One who usually removes hair on her legs, should do so before tevilah. She should preferably not do so on the 
day of tevilah, lest small hairs remain in crevices. 

2.  Similarly, if a woman waxes her legs, it should not be done on the day she goes to the mikveh, since wax often 
remains on the skin.  

3. If one usually removes facial hair, and they are visibly in need of removal, she should preferably do it before she 
goes to the mikveh.  

4. Sefardic woman remove pubic hair and hair on the underarms. 
5. None of the above invalidates the tevilah. 

Teeth: One must clean her teeth with a toothbrush and another cleaning tool – e.g. a toothpick or floss. (Glide floss does 
not tear.) She should rinse her mouth to remove any remaining particles.  

Ask a rav regarding: cast, stitches, braces, temporary dental work 

Tevilah 

1. One should enter the water until the water reaches about 10-12 inches above her navel, so she does not need to 
bend too much.  

2. She immerses herself completely underwater, including her hair.  
a. She should bend her knees slightly, legs somewhat apart 
b. She should lean slightly forward and lift her hands slightly  
c. Her fists should not be clenched nor should she hold her nose 
d. Her eyes and lips should be closed in relaxed manner 
e. She is not required to lift her feet off the ground 

3. She immerses once, and then (some cover hair; one should fold hands across body) says the beracha: asher 
kidishanu bimitzvosav vitzivanu al hatevilah. [Sefardim say the beracha before entering the mikveh room.] She 
immerses again.  

4. Many say, Yehi Ratzon Milfanecha Hashem Elokeinu Ve’Elokei Avoseinu Sheyibaneh Bais HaMikdash Bimiheira 
Viyameinu Visein Chelkeinu Bisorasecha, Visham Na’avadicha Biyirah Kimei Olam Uchishanim Kadmoniyos.  

5. It is a special time for tefillos to be accepted. One should take the time to pray for that which is important to 
them. 

6. Many are tovel a third time. There are difference customs as to how many times to immerse. If it is too difficult 
to keep one’s custom, two immersions suffice. 

7. After tevilah, one should meet a righteous person.  
8. One must inform her husband explicitly of her new status as a tehorah after immersing. 


